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management accounting environment has been changed radically with the
~. - ad anced manufacturing technologies, fierce competition, shortening life cycle,
~=' ~ alliances and so many other parameters. Aptly, there is a paradigm shift of
-wnts role and duties in a corporate set up than ever before. To address the need of
- ::: ment, the best tool developed so far in cost and management accounting arena is
_. .... Based Costing (ABC). ABC is a technique of charging product for the
~ - mption of resources scientifically and thus attracts the researchers from multiple
How the firms in developing countries like Bangladesh are interfacing with this
. a question of research. Thus, this study picks up the issue of surveying the
~~ i ation status of ABC in Bangladesh. At the same time, the research targets to study
vel of sophistication achieved by Bangladeshi firms. The successful implementation
:- . BC requires sophistication in terms of skill, commitment, maturity and team- ~: ing. The studies on ABC and sophistication are abundant in literature that helps the
-~ ,:"archer to develop the conceptual framework and research methodology. Both primary
..:,-1 secondary sources are explored to make the research findings worthy. A semi:-;u tured questionnaire is administered to give the research a practical look. Multiple
.: . r regression, stepwise regression and logistic regression is used to draw inferences .
. or judging qualitative issues, exploratory factor analysis is conducted with relevant
. ethodologies of reliability and validity tests. The research concludes that cost driver,
-ost pool and cost pool_driver interrelationship explains the level ·of sophistication in a
tter way that supports the basic norms of ABC. It also supports the proposition that
BC system is a sophisticated system and traditional system is unsophisticated. The
--:ndings of the research add values to the current state of knowledge and will work as a
.- ture reference for researches that will be done in the related areas.

-_=-.
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and managerial accounting practices in Bangladesh are still in their infancy
_ ~::: erized by low number of expert professionals, state of unstructured competition,
_ ';:lOce of service industries, less dcmand from the market, low institutional capacity etc.
_.•- r sustainable economic development and strong economic structure, the practice of
_ -. sionalism in cost and managerial accounting arena is of prime importance. As we have
to face global competition and the business environment is getting more complex,
-_ '''essionalism is demanded now-a-days in this area. What we need is to go along the path of
- - 5 ication, though it is a matter of debate, for our own sake. This research tries to shed
= : on the current level of sophistication, factors that affect the level of sophistication,
- fy the obstacles and find some feasible solution to attain more sophistication.
_ of the sophistication in cost and managerial accounting encompasses activity based
an alternative to the traditional way of accounting for overhead costs. Under ABC
d costs have bC9n analyzed in terms of activities (identifying activity centers), the cost
- (accumulating similar type of cost categories into one) have been formed, and finally
_ :-- are assigned to products and services (cost objects) based on the amount of resources
_ --umed (activity drivers) in the process of manufacturing or providing a product or service .
... , ABC demands some critical information for finalizing its process that requires
~ isticated practices. Traditionally, the process of cost accumulation and allocation is very
Ie where costs have been allocated on the products or services by using a single activity
r in most of the cases. In such a situation, demand for information is minimal,
istication is totally absent, and pricing is seriously distorted. But today, due to the
- . ges in competition, globalization , tune of investment and complex manufacturing
ss. we need to reshape it and ABC is a right replacement to cope up with the changing
:I ion. ABC implementation can help make employees understand the various costs
. Ived, wh ich will in turn cnable them to analyzc the cost, identify the value added and
-value added activities, implement the improvements and realize the benefits. This is a
_ ... inuous improvement process in terms of analyzing the cost, to reduce or eliminate the
- 'alue added activities and to achieve an overall efficiency. But, the implementation of
BC is not so easy. Furthermore, Robert Kaplan and Steven Anderson have suggested Time- n ABC . This is a new approach to sidestep the difficulties associated with large-scale
_3'"' im plementation (HBR, 2004). In this revised model, managers estimate the resource
__ an s im posed by each transaction, product, or customer, rather than relying on time_ -- ming and costly employee surveys. Sophistication in cost and managerial accounting
...::ices is required for these functions, namely; creating value for customers, maximizing
_ "h for owners, ensuring effective lise of resources and confirming the existence of the
_ :-." on the face of bitter competition.
_ ~ optio n and application of ABC ensures sophistication in cost and managerial
__ _ _ ing practices. Most of the tools designed for strategic cost and managerial accounting
___ "::-ons are highly concentrated within the circumference of ABC. Though the world has
-- _- ed a sign ificant development in the field of sophistication, in Bangladesh we are still
•
y in terms of using different tools in this field. Thus, the researcher is motivated to
: ' a study to identify the level of sophistication achieved by Bangladeshi firms and the
- ' ;:-> ion status of ABC as well. To reach the goal ofthe research, a field survey is initiated
-__ . a semi-structured questionnaire containing both qualitative and quantitative aspects
._; - sue. Different inferential statistical tools like multiple linier regression, stepwise
.--.-~~...~~-. on an d logi stic regression are appl ied to test the hypotheses assumed for test in the
- 1-

For analyzing the qualitative issues, factor analysis is used as a data reduction
logy and the concentration of parameters across different factors give some specific

_ -eport is structured as follows: next section presents relevant literatures followed by
·x questions and research design. The following section deals with the analysis and
.: -gs in detail followed by the rationale of the study. Finally the paper ends with a
-: di ng remark.
Ra ti onale of the Study

e election of such a topic has sufficient rationality. Accountants are the technical people
_. ey have the nuts and bolts to do the troubleshooting function relating to financial matters.
_ soph istication is required to be an expert troubleshooter in the field. The study has an
. ~ ,'ion to make the accountant a troubleshooter with all necessary tools and techniques. In
-)adesh, our status and environment do not give us the permission to do so. Thus, the
_-earcher finds the rationality to work in this area. Again, the literature of the current focus
'- 0 rich enough though there are a handful amount of studies done on ABC. Thus the basic
- ~nd atio n of the research comes from the publ ished documents and the researcher gives a
_. di mcnsion to the present research. Most or the ABC studies arc conducted to find out the
..,i behind using and not-u sing ABC. But, no research addresses the issue of how the use of
~:. BC may lead to the attainment of sophistication. It may seem to somebody that the study is
:' ply a replication of studies done in econom ically advanced countries. The identification of
.-\BC in attaining sophistication along with the qualitative factors considered in the study is
-ade to make the study holistic in approach . It is believed that the study fills the gap in
~ rrent state of knowledge and en larges the scope of research in the area.

- 2-

_ Uterature Review
g the 1980s, Kaplan, in his review of The Evolution of Management Accounting (1984)
- - 'ith Johnson in the Relevance Lost book, leveled strong criticism at the management
_ unti ng practices of the day. Virtually all of the (management accounting) practices
oyed by firms today and explicated in leading cost accounting textbooks had been
_ -Iopcd by 1925 .. . there has been little innovati on in the design and implementation of
. occo unting and management accounting control systems (Kaplan, 1984, p. 390). This
:ement reflects the concern of the author regarding the level of sophistication in cost and
-ageri al accounting practices. However, a growing body of literature (Johnson, 1972;
_: 'i n & Macve, 1988; Tyson, 1990; Fleischman & Parker, 1990, 1991, 1997; Edwards &
_ . 11, 1991; Fleischman et aI., 1996; Carmona et aI., 1997) provides evidence that
:- isticated costing techniques were used in the early stages of, or even before, the
.:.:stri al Revolution. Fleischman and Parker found complex cost management techniques
- ' in a cross sectional survey of 25 British industrial firms (1991) and in a single and
rehensive case study (1990). These authors hypothesize that the existence of several
accounting techniques and uses are indicative of the development of mature cost
aagement: cost control techniques (including respon sibility cost management), accounting
- overhead, costing for decision-making (including cost comparisons) and budgets,
asts and standards.
e the early 1980s a number of' innovative' management accounting techniques have been
.:e loped across a range of industries. The most notable contributions are activity-based
-hniques which include activity-based costing, activity-based budgeting and activity-based
~" agement, strategic management accounting and the balanced scorecard. These new
. ~~ niques have been designed to support modern technologies and new management
esses, such as total quality management and just-in-time production systems, and the
~ h fo r a competitive advantage to meet the challenge of global competition. It has been
-=:.1 d that these 'new' techniques have affected the whole process of management
-_ nting (planning, controlling, decision-making, and communication) and have shifted its
;: s from a 's imple' or 'naive' role of cost determination and financial control, to a
histicated' role of creating value through the use of resources .
w

-;>

's i ation of a management accounting system refers to the capability of the system to
i e a broad spectrum of information relevant for planning, controlling, and decision., 'ing all w ith the aim of creating or enhancing value. Study of the level of sophistication
- .0 received so much attention to the researchers. Drury and Tayles (1995) conducted a
. ~_ of the state of management accounting practices and identified some factors that
·-::-;>-.e the level of sophistication. To measure the sophistication level of the UK food and
.'- - indu stry, CIMA (2006) used the four stages of management accounting evolution
_ 'I introduced by IFAC (1998).
C is losely related with level of sophistication in cost and managerial accounting
- ~. -es . ithout a successful implementation of ABC, sophistication cannot be demanded .
. - _. e said that ABC paves the way for sophistication and supplies all necessary resources
- : '"'histication. And, there are a lot of studies conducted on ABC from different
_ _ ~ t" es. ABC was clearly defined in 1987 by Robert S. Kaplan and W. Bruns in a
_ -'''- in their book Accounting and Management: A Field Study Perspective (Harvard

chool Press, 1987, lSBN 0-87584-186-4). Cooper and Kaplan described ABC as
h to solve the problems of traditional cost management systems. ABC has received
•3-

eal of attention as a cost management innovation. A review of leading journals for

g management accountants, Management Accounting and the Journal of Cost
~ menl, revealed that ABC accounted for 35 percent of the articles published over the
- 1994-1996. Numerous proponents of ABC argue that its methods are necessary to
rhead costs to cost objects, and thus properly account for batch and product-level
Cooper, 1990), manufacturing complexity (Jones, 1991), specialty product costs
:! i 1992) and diverse business environments (Cooper and Kaplan, \988). Many also
men d using ABC to support process improvement (Turney, 1991) and to develop cost
__ .. e product designs (Cooper and Turney, 1989). Doglus and Marinus (2000) conducted
:; 0 investigate the association of ABC with the improvement of financial performance.
~as been promoted and adopted as a basis for making strategic decisions and for
-- . ing profit performance (Kaplan and Norton, 1992; Turney, 1992; Cooper and Kaplan,
- . In addition, as Kaplan (1990) predicted, ABC information is now also widely used to
- ontinuous improvement and to monitor process performance. Although ABC systems
o t often associated with manufacturing companies, they can be applied in both
_-a turing and service organizations (Rotch, 1990; Tanju and Helmi, 1991). The
ing table gives an overview of the application of ABC in different countries.

tbors

)

Country

P~pulation ,

Response
Rate

p'edod ,

ImplelIl~ntation ,

United
States

CMAs of2500
firms

23%

Summer,
1991

United
Kingdom

1990 survey of 26%
manufacturing
and financial
service i1rms

September,
1990

Sweden

Engineering
Industry

67 .3%

JanuaryApril, 1991

United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom

Manufacturers

12%
34.6%

United
States

179 companies
that attended
an ABC
seminar in
May 1990
CMAs of
1,500 firms

Latter half
of1990
January,
1991

27%

Spring,
1993

Canada

Financial Post

50%

United

list of700
largest
companies in
Canaela
Sample of 866

Summer,
1992

11% had
implemented
ABC
6% began to
implement ABC,
33% were
considering,
52% had not
considered, 9%
has rejected
2% are applying
ABC, 23% are
considering
32% are reapplying ABC
10% had
implemented
ABC, 18% were
piloting ABC
techniques
36% has
implemented
ABC
14% are
applying ABC,
15% are
considering

35%

1991
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Rate "::'\,o·; ? "':,>,

ABC introduced

Kingdom

business units
drawn from a
population of
3,290
manufacturing
firms

United
Kingdom

Firms listed in
TIME 1000

33 .2%

Early 1994

_ kka&
Gran lund
1996)

Finland

Manufacturing
firms

43.7%

Bjornenak
1997)

Norway

Manufacturing
organization

57%

November
1992 to
January
1993
1994

osse lin
99 )

Canada

Manufacturing
strategic
business units
Food Industry

39.5%

G

999)

Netherlands
and USA

24% and
17%

Clarke et
al. ( 1999)

Ireland

Manufacturing
firms in the
Business and
Finance listing
of Ireland

41%

Not
mentioned

Innes et
al. (2000)

United
Kingdom

Firms listed in
TIME 1000

22.8%

1999
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l

Oct. 1994
to Jan.,
1995
1994-95

in 4% ofthe
firms, 9% are
planning the
introduction,
37% are
considering,
44% had not
considered, 5%
rejected
21 % currently
use ABC, 29.6%
are considering,
l3.3% have
assessed and
rejected and
36.1% have not
considered
25% were
considering, 5%
were
implementing
40% wanted to
implement, were
currently
implementing or
had already
implemented
ABC
30.4% are
implementing
ABC
17% (USA) and
24%
(Netherlands)
are
implementing
ABC
11.8% currently
use ABC, 20.6%
are considering,
12.7% have
assessed and
rejected, and
54.9% have not
considered
17.5% currently
use ABC, 20.3%
are considering,
15.3% have
assessed and

Canada and
French

Financial Post
500 in Canada
and members
of the
Association of
Financial
Directors and
Management
Accountants

ew
Zealand

Corporate
sector
members of
the Institute of
Chartered
Accountants of
New Zealand
(Organizations
with more than
100
employees)
500 Fortune
largest
industrial
corporations

USA

Ireland

Greece

21.2% in
Canada and
4.7% in
France

Summer
and
Summer of
1999

September
2001

21.6%

Top 500
23.2%
companies and
top 50
financial
servIces
companies
from the 200 I
Business and
finance listings
of top Irish
firms
Leading Greek 31.1%
companies in
the
manufacturing,
retail and
service sectors

-6-

Fall, 1999

June, 2002

March to
May 2003

rejected, and
46.9% have not
considered
23.1 % of firms
had adopted
ABC in Canada
and 23% in
France. 9.3%
were examining
the possibility of
adopting ABC
in Canada and
22.9% in France
20.3% currently
use ABC, 11.1%
are considering,
10.8% have
assessed and
rejected, and
57.8% have not
considered.

40% recently
started
implementing,
11.8% are
having ABC
well established
27.9% currently
use ABC

40.9% of
adopters, 31.9%
of ABC deniers,
13 .6% of
supporters and
13 .6% of ABC
unawares

) and later Baird et al. (2004), examined ABC and ABM from a different
of considering ABC as a single innovation Gosselin (1997) considered
2.S part of a much more complex management innovation that he called "activity
_~~:.,,:_~". Under this approach, AM was considered as "the effective and consistent
of the enterprise's activities in order to use its resources in the best possible way
obj ectives" (Brimson, 1991). According to Gosselin (1997), AM can be divided
Is of complexity: AA, ACA, pilot ABC and full ABC. AA is the initial level
BC is the final and the 1110St complex one. Full ABC subsumes pilot ABC, ACA
Pilot ABC requires the completion of the ACA and AA. AA is a prerequisite to
.::>an ACA.

'-::s:::1I:'.:::~~• • nstead

-'sts of reviewing the activities and the procedures carried out to convert material,

... other resources into outputs. Activities that do not contribute to the value of those
e identified in AA in order that they may be replaced, dismissed or removed. AA is
ilar to process analysis and business process re-engineering (Hammer & Champy,
Harrington, 1991). These two approaches focus on the process itself while AA
__ ora es on the activities within each process.
:. :!S not inclLlde financial or accounting analyses. It is aimed at identifying areas of
_ . ffort, eliminating waste and improving cycle time, product quality and speed of
- to customer demands. However, cost reduction is not necessarily the primary
_.:·· e of AA. Reduction of cycle time, quality improvement, and zero inventories are also
~ ectives of such analysis. Just in time inventory management, cellular manufacturing,
ous flow processing, flexible manufacturing systems implementation and TQM are all
."_- j es under which AA may be performed. AA is the simplest version of AM. AA does
: -.. uire cost analysis and does not necessarily lead to a new overhead allocation method.
elevant to this approach, AA is also a pre-requisite to all three of the AM approaches
- ined here.

is the next level in the AM hierarchy. It con sists in analyzing the factors that affect the
_ -: of an activity. ACA focuses on cost minimization by identifying the cost drivers and
_ - associated activities and by tracing the interactions between cost drivers and activities
a hurai et aI., 1991). There are two different levels of cost drivers. Porter (1980) uses the
_ -~ pt of cost drivers as a designation for structural variables that explains the cost of an
_~'. ity. Following Porter, Shank (\989) and Shank & Govindarajan (1989, 1993) classify
_ -: ri ers into two categories: structural and executional cost drivers. Structural cost drivers
_ ;:. as scale of investment and product diversity irlvolve strategic choices made by the firm
_ u its economic structure. Executional cost drivers are factors on which an organization
nds to execute its activities successfully. Cooper (1988a) defines a cost driver as a
-easure of the manner in which products consume activities. Setup time, number of setups,
-- rial handling hours, ordering hours are examples of cost drivers under this definition .
.: trategic cost management and ABC perspectives on cost driver complement each other
"., a strategic cost management perspective. The first represents the structural or executional
_ - determinants whereas the second is the operationalization of those determinants. For
::pie, product diversity is a structural cost driver (Shank, 1989), the number of setups or
p ti me represent some ways to measure the impact of product diversity on production
0'.

- an AM system, ACA enables management to identify the costs of each activity and the
-_: ors that cause them to vary. Identifying the cost drivers of an activity may enable
-,
- I -

better understand how they perform a task and may help them find new
1II::c:::::::':r-e::;-. activities and processes to reduce costs. Therefore, ACA focuses on the costs of
_;:a...;;_: _;-: rts. It may be accomplished without implementing a product costing system that
rh ead costs on the basis of these drivers. Nanni et al. (1992) suggested that many
not implementcd ABC system because most of the benefits are found in the ACA.
_~_.-ion s would prefer to take actions to reduce the effects of the drivers instead of using
locate indirect costs. As an extension beyond simple AA, ACA allows firms to
- e the changes they want to make.
. (1997) divided the use of ABC into two levels: pilot ABC and full ABC. Pilot ABC
I: th e first level in an ABC implementation process but may be an end in itself. It
- of designing and installing an ABC system for only one aspect of an organization
a department or a product line. Most of the firms, if not all, that have implemented
- -a e limited themselves to this level. The purpose of a pilot ABC system may depend
e orga nization in which it is implemented. Full ABC is the ultimate level in the
ntation of an ABC systcm. It consists of a cost accounting system in which all
__ ~ s and services are valued on the basis of the output of the ABC system. ABC cost
:-:1a ion is used for financial reporting as well as for managerial purposes such as make--_. decision, transfer pricing, performance measurement, and strategic cost management.
.-\BC is still at the theoretical level. Most of the field studies and surveys, if not all,
rmed during the I990s, showed that this level was never achieved. This state of affairs is
__ -recognized by ABC proponents (Kaplan and Anderson, 2004).
Activity Analysis

Pilot ABC
Full ABC
Pilot ABC
ACA
AA

Figure 1: The four levels of Activity Management (AM)
::..'- rature includes a lot of references to ABC that may lead to the misconception that ABC
.., d sophistication is the same. This is not the case. The logic of having ABC literature is that
: leads any system tuned for sophistication. As the literature of ABC is rich and it has a
- lati onship with sophistication, the theoretical foundation of the research work comes from
. BC literature.

-8-

5
6
7

I
2

3
4

I

2
3

I
2
3
4

1
Vice Presidents
I
Managing Directors
Chairman
I
Total
55
. Educational Background
Bachelor
Master
25
30
Professional
Others
Total
55
Ex~erience in Years
Less than 5 years
10
5-10 years
30
15
More than 5 years
Total
55
Age
Less than 30 years
8
30 - 40 years
33
40 - 50 years
14
More than 50 years
Total
55

1.82
1.82

1.82
100

45.45
54.55
100
..

18. I 8
54.55
27.27
100
14.55
60.00
25.45
100

tho dology

r h is based on both primary and secondary sources of information. Different
documents like texts, journals, speeches, web materials, periodicals, working
•. are used to develop the theoretical foundation of the research. Questionnaire,
: _:.' g both quantitative and qualitative factors, is used as a primary data collection
-I
Quantitative factors are used for drawing statistical inferences whereas
. .' e facto rs are used to supplement the study. Different statistical tools like
linicr regression, stepwise regression, and logistic regression along with data
tech nique like exploratory factor analysis for qualitative issues make the
~ methodology holistic.
tors to be Used
•• j . ing

the factors that have sufficient control over the sophistication process is
- -~ here. Thus, the study identifies the factors in defining sophistication level both
_ . ~ all~ and aggregately. The factors that have a considerable bearing on the
, tion level are initially identified as follows:
um ber of Cost Pools
um bcr orCost Drivcrs
Poo ls and Drivers Interrelationship
Ex istence of Independent Department
Existence of Professionals Working in the Departments
Size of the Organization in terms of Annual Turnover
Percentage of Overhead Cost as a Percentage of Cost of Goods Manufactured
umber of Years in Operation

State of Competition
Characterization of Prod uction Process
- 10-

• Pools

s of paramount importance for cost allocation. The cost categories that are
of resource consumption should be combined together to form a cost
. hu ndreds of smaller cost categories may be brought together to have a single
. at reduces the second level cost allocation. But, it never means that we should
"''[ nu mber of cost pools. Rather, such number depends on the rate of resource
-o·on by a product in an organizational set up. As the rate of resource
-:: ion varies significantly, we need more cost pools to have the right cost drivers
_. . .:: or su bsequent cost allocation.
-

~erm s

. olhesis 1(H1): The more the number of cost pools, the higher the level of
histication.
• ~ Cost Drivers
r of cost driv ers used fo r allocating overhead costs into cost object has a good
ng for defining the extent of sophistication. As the company uses more and more
ri ers, it is going to be more sophisticated in the sense that the indirect costs are
::_ - :> 0 be traced with the cost objects more accurately. Traditionally, companies tend to
-;! a single cost driver for allocating overhead costs onto product demanding simplicity
~ eason; say, labor hour for a labor intensive industry and machine hour for a capital
-: nsi ve industry; resulting in a serious distortion in product pricing. Thus, the use of
- I iple cost drivers is a requirement for sophistication that requires more time, money,
_';:;ort and last but not least, commitment.
o

-

-

0

0

H)pothe~..is

2(H2): The more the number of cost drivers, the higher the level of
sophistication .

.3.3 Pool and Driver Interrelationship
the pool and driver interrelationship is very simple; i. e., single driver is used for single
ost pool; less sophistication is required. But, if we need multiple drivers for a single cost
poo l due to the varied level of resource consumption by a specific product from a single
ost pool, we need more sophisticated system to accommodate the situation.

Hypothesis 3(H3): The more complex relationship exists between cost pool and
cost driver, the higher the level of sophistication.
4.3.4 Independent Department
Hav ing independent department, responsible for cost and managerial accounting
information, gives the testimony that the information is of greater importance for the
management. When management demands more frequent information relating to cost and
managerial accounting, they must provide for that in terms of installing a separate
department dedicated to the specific function as mentioned.
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. lesis 4 (H4): Existence of independent department dealing with cost and
_ _..'J"erial accounting data ellsures more sophistication.

. tence of Accounting Professionals

-:.:mts are the professionals who deal with the technical issues. Use of more
:ated and technical scientitic tools in the field of cost and managerial accounting
: a separate identity. Thus, to handle the technicality it needs troubleshooters who
~;; ni ally expert and fit for the work. Professional ism in the field of cost and
.;::erial accounting practices ensures the maximum utilization of resources, creating
_ or monies and justifies the reason for being existed. Thus having accounting
~ --ion for guiding an organization is a must for having sophisticated cost and
- _.::>ernent accounting practices.
~ pothesis

5(//5): Existence of accounting professionals dealing with cost and
allagerial accounting data ensures more sophistication.

ize

researchers have argued that organizational size facilitates innovation (Aiken and
""e. 1971; Kimberly and Evanisko, 1981; Ettlie et aI., 1984). Large organizations have
oll1p lex and diverse 111cilities that aid the adoption of a large number of innovations
r and Tucker, 1987). Previous empirical studies have noted a positive relationship
:: _~ een company size and adoption of innovations (Blau and Mckinley, 1979; Dewar
~ Dutton, 1986 and Damanpour, 1992). There is also evidence that size is an important
:. ~:or influencing the adoption of more complex administration system (Moores and
enhall, 1994).
;-e 'ious studies have also noted a positive relationship between company size and
anagement accounting system sophistication. In particular, some studies of ABC
_ option rates have shown that adoption is much higher in larger organizations (Innes et
.. _000 and Malmi, 1999). A possible reason for this is that larger organizations have
-latively greater access to resources to experiment with the introduction of more
phisticated accounting systems. Several surveys have also indicated that an important
""~ tor limiting the implementation of more sophisticated management accounting system
5 the prohibitive cost (Innes and Mitchell, 1995 and Shields, 1995). As larger
:-ganizations have more resources to develop innovative systems it is also more likely
. at they will be able to implement more sophisticated costing systems. Above all, large
rganizations can afford all costs for skilled manpower, infrastructure and system that are
r quired for sophisticated . system to be in action. Now, size is a relative term. The
quantification of size may be made in terms of square feet, manpower, capital invested,
turnover etc. As I am talking about the sophistication of cost and managerial accounting
S, stem, I assume that in this case annual turnover will represent the size of organizations
in a more accurate way.

Hypothesis 6(H6): The greater the size of an organization (in terms of tune of
turnover), the higher the level of sophistication.
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ntage of Overhead Cost
;: ure is very important for conceptualization of the significance of cost and
accounting system. Cost structure simply represents the respective share
f different cost element that comprises the total cost of the cost object. Both
:: and sophisticated costing systems accurately assign direct cost to cost objects.
=~- ra l rule increasing levels of sophistication in the design of cost systems should
ore accurate assignment of indirect cost to cost objects. Johnson and Kaplan
~ -Iaim that over several decades there has been a dramatic change in cost structures
' -.::0 in a need for companies to modify their costing systems. Cooper (1988a) has
::Ii ed that overhead costs, as a percentage of total costs, have increased over the
rticu larly in recent years, causing unsophisticated systems based on direct labor
_ : 0 report increasingly distorted product costs. And now, this is undoubtedly true
:1Oy orga nizations. apart from Lean, JIT and TOC, have ensured mass production
automation that needs a lot of investments in fixed facil ities resulting in
_-~in g indirect costs in terms of overheads. As the share of indirect costs as a
·-"'"'~rage of total costs increases, more sophisticated cost accounting system is required
e the distortion in product costs through wrong allocation of indirect costs.

I ........

Hypothesis 7(H7): The greater the proportion of ill direct costs witlrin an
oroallization's cost structure, the higher the level of the sophistication,
_ umber of Years in Operation
c le is a considerable factor for identifying the level of sophistication. As
_ =anizations are having more years in operation, it is going to be more matured that
ultaneo usly creates a complex environment. In infancy period, organizations enjoy a
. of support from various parties, say, relaxed legal requirements, tax holiday, lesser
- petition etc. But, as it is going to be matured, all sort of incentives and flexibilities are
" drawn and it has to face a bitter competition. Then, it requires more information for
ing its day to day operation that necessitates the installation of a sophisticated
'.

m.
Hypothesis 8(8): The more the number of years in operation, the higher the
level of sophistication.

..3.9 State of Competition
-

eral studies have examined the relationship between the design and use of
anagement accounting systems and the intensity of competition (Libby and Waterhouse,
1996; Simons, 1990). Bruns and Kaplan (1987) identify competition as the most
im portant external factor for stimulating managers to consider redesigning their costing
s:stem s. Market may work as an important organ for organization's long term
s s ainability. If there are a lot of active players in a market in a specific segment, all of
:he players should compete for the goal. In a market where there is no competition as you
are the only player, nobody will be motivated to spend for having sophisticated cost and
managerial accounting system. Now, most of the organizations work in a competitive
nvironment. Day by day the competition is increasing and we need an immediate switch
fro m unsophisticated system to sophisticated one to ensure growth and even
ustainability.
- 13-

thesis 9(H9): The greater the degree of competition, the higher the level of
. tication.
Prod uction Process
~""'--"_"':;;n n

process may be manual Oi automated. In a manual production process,
osts incurred due to actual labor hours worked. So, under manual production
_ ..-,.." o erhead costs are allocated on the basis of direct labor hours that require less
~ tion . But, if the production process is fully automated then a complex cost
. e t interrelationship exists that makes the cost allocation process difficult. And,
_- ~ situation you have every possibility of charging your cost objects in a faulty
-:.5. the characterization of production process sets the level of sophistication.

tire is 10(H1O): The more tile system is moving towards automation, the
r {ile level of Sophisticatiol1.
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_

~

Is w ith the analysis of major findings of the study, which are based on 53
. ere 2 non-responses.
nt

dealing with Cost Management Issues

ated cost management system in operation, it is customary to have an
department dealing with related issues and specific persons to be held
Thus, the questionnaire includes a question asking the respondents to know the
.- an departments to address the issue. The survey results that in 75% cases,
- - -- _- -ave independent department dealing with the specific job.
- - -.j

E -istcllcc 011 Indepcndent Department
Ycs
No
Tota l

13

]>ercentage
75
25

53

100

Frequency
40

- ionals working for the Firm
:: sophi sticated system necessitates experts in the respective field. Without expertise,
--·-----..-,,~ i
practices cannot be expected. Thus, the study searches for the firms' behavior in
~~-:
-:: -h experts' knowledge in respective fields. The outcome of the survey results in the
"-::: which is very much encouraging:
Use of Professionals' Expertise
Yes
No
Total

Frequency
45
8
53

Percentage
85
15

100

tu of ABC Implementation

" g BC to the fullest extent is a debated issue. Thus, the answer is not dichotomous
_- i ationa!. To address this issue, the questionnaire includes a question to know the
- 0 the respondent firms in attaining the degree of implementing ABC. The results are
'" d as below:
Status
a. Never Considered
b. Decided not to use ABC
c. Favorable to introduce ABC
d. Intentioned to introduce ABC
e. ABC implemented
f. No answer
Total
-

Frequency

11
00

Percentage
21

00

07
06

13
II

24

45
09
100

05
53

Co t Driver
Cos t Driver is any activity that causes a cost to bc incurred. The Activity Based Costing
. BC) ap proach relates indirect cost to the activities that drive them to be incurred. In
. 15·

g the cost driver to allocate indirect cost to cost objects is volume of output.
.:: in business structures, tcchnology and thcreby cost structures it is found that
: output is not the only cost driver. Some examples of indirect costs and their
- intenance costs are indirect costs and the possible driver of this cost may be
:machine hours; or, handling raw-material cost is another indirect cost that may
-. . ,e number of orders received; or, inspection costs that are driven by the number
.:s:e::00,-- or the hours of inspection or production runs. Generally, the cost driver for
- irect variable costs may be the volume of outputl activity; but for long term
::! Ie costs, the cost drivers will not be related to volume of outputl activity. John
_ :ija Govindarajan list cost drivers into two categories: Structural cost drivers
__ : ed fro m the business strategic choices about its underlying economic structure
and scope of operations, complexity of products, use of technology, etc and
'ost d rivers that are derived from th e execution of the business activities such as
ization, plant layout, work-force involvement, etc. To carry out a value chain
BC is a necessary tool. To carry out ABC, it is necessary that cost drivers are
-...._ _.~_.: -or different cost pools.
.. e activity cost pools, a cost driver must be determined. There are basically three
- _ : drivers:

-olume: T he cost driver is based on units of work (e.g., number of orders.) The cost
-: e activ ity increases as more units are processed.
Time: The cost driver is based on the length of time taken to complete the activity.
I e cost of the activity increases based on the length of time required to complete the
li ity. It does not matter how many products are produced (e.g., when retooling
a hines, the cost driver is the length of time required to complete the retooling of
a hines).
Cha rge: The cost for the entire activity is charged directly to the cost object (e.g., all
osts associated with the retooling of machines for a product is charged directly to the
nd -product).
ral, a charge-type cost driver is used very rarely. The most common drivers are
and ti me. The driver used depends on the nature of the activity. The cost of the
....-.".n .....: . may increase based on the number of units handled or based on the length of time
to complete the activity. It could also be a combination of these two driver types.
- ~ am ple, the time required to test a product may vary based on the product under test and
_ "umber of units to be tested. The costs of testing increase as more products are tested .
ver, the testing time wi \I vary based on th e complexity of the products (e.g., a complex
_-:- re pro gram takes longer to test than simple software program). Say it takes four hours
:es a si mple program and ten hours to test a complex program, and all other costs are the
-e \ ith respect to testing the two types of programs. The cost of testing two simple
- .:rams (i.e., 2 programs x 4 hourslprogram = 8 hours) is less than the cost of testing one
lex program (i.e., 1 program x lOhours/program = 10 hours). The survey results in a
_ .' im portant finding where firms use a wide variety of cost drivers which is evident in the
..-- o\ving table:

SL
I
2
3
4

Cost Driver
Labor Hour
Physical Output
Material Cost
Direct Labor Cost

Frequency
25
19
16
16
- 16 -

Percentage
20
IS
13
13

9

'0
II
L
13
14

I-

16
17
]8

19
20
21
_2
23
24
25

.

Machine Hour
Unit/Metric ton
Area Occupied
Order Size
Kilowatt
Sales Value
Machine Value
Consumption Unit (Liter/KW)
Horse Power
Number of Batch
Head Count
Gas Consumption
Engineering Time Effort
N50 Equivalent Production Unit
Ream
Cubic Feet
Steam Cost
Power Cost
Total Fatty Matter (TFM)
Bleach Quantity
Prime Cost
T otal

4
4
3

12
3
3
2

3

2

3
3
2

2
2
2

2
1

2

I

I

I

1

I
1
1

1

1

1
I
1

1
I
1
1
I
1
100

IS

I

127

I

-ve types of cost driver are found in use and labor hour is used in most instances

_ : oJo) . A nother question deals with the number of cost drivers used by firms which

- . -:

~

e fo llowing:

SL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-C

Quantity of Cost Drivers
Single Cost Driver
Double Cost Driver
3 Cost Driver
4 Cost Driver
5 Cost Driver
6 Cost Driver
7 Cost Driver
11 Cost Driver
Total

Frequency Percentage
20
4
18
5
3
1
1
I
53

38
8
34
9
6
2
2
2
100

t Pool

Is are often used in a two-stage accumulation process in ABC. For example, Cooper
_ . at'lan view costing in ABC as a two-stage procedure. In the first stage, cost of support
-- s are assigned to the appropriate resources, creating cost pools. In the second stage,
-r poo ls are allocated to products or services . The allocation of cost is determined by
roduct or service' s resource consumption .
~ II proponents of ABC follow the cost pool procedure, however. Turney and Stratton
_: .:: ate the different stages by different types of cost drivers. They describe resource
.
as the mechanisms to assign the cost of resources to activities (the first stage) and
-. i drivers as the mechanism to assign the cost of activities to products or services.
ever the technical manipulation (cost pools or resource and activity drivers), the
- 17 -

:::i les of ABC must always be remembered: Product consumes activities and
_ e resources. Thus identification of right cost pools, accumulation of costs in
identification of right driver for the pools are some critical steps. The survey
-~g to the number of cost pools, results in the following frequency distribution.

: L Quantity of Cost Pools
..,

...>

6
7
8

Frequency Percentage
19
35

Single Cost Pool
Double Cost Pool
3 Cost Pool
4 Cost Pool
5 Cost Pool
6 Cost Pool
7 Cost Pool
8 Cost Pool
Total

11
17
2

21
32
04
02
02
02
02
100

I

1
I

1
53

soph isticated cost management system comes from a cost structure dominated by
overhead that is indirect to production process. If most of the production cost
irect, the accuracy of product costing is automatically ensured due to the right
:=
:- osts with cost object. But the problem becomes a considerable issue if there exists
.- -ant portion of manufacturing overhead. The survey results in the following cost
- ~ vh ere manufacturing overhead is significant and require sophisticated system to
e same with cost object.
co

1I2::::::~::~~ing

SL
I

2
3

Elements of Costs

Percentage

Direct Material
Direct Labor
Manufacturing Overhead
Total

55
23
22
100%

uracy and Cost Driver
_
_:
:
--

eauty of ABC is that it ensures accuracy in product costing if the things are done in line
• e theory. Let us look at different methods of cost assignment. Costs are assigned to a
object by direct tracing, cause-and-effect cost assignment or cost allocation. Direct
~ requires that, by physical observations, a cost can easily and accurately be related to a
object. This method is less expensive than assignment or allocation and the result is
., Iy more accurate.

_ e-and-effect cost assignment should be used when costs either cannot be directly traced
- ' - is not cost-effective to do so. This method assigns costs to the cost object based on the
~.:::- ru n cause of the cost. For example, costs may be assigned to a material handling cost
) based on the number of moves for each part during the year. The total material handling
_ - the total number of moves and the total number of parts are forecast and the appropriate
• is assigned to the cost pool. Since the cause of the cost is determined by cause-and-effect
ignment, the costs assigned to a cost object are usually more accurate than if the cost had
n allocated. Moreover, identifying the cost driver will assist management in managing the
sts. The cost allocation method should be used if the cost can neither be traced nor assigned
- 18 -

_ The cost allocation method is sim ilar to cause-and-effect assignment, except
._ ion base is not the cause. In most cases, the allocation base is usually some
-. already being tracked, such as sales or direct labor. Since the allocation is not
__ :..;sal relationship, the cost allocation method will usually yield a cost that is less
- the two methods described above. In fact, the accuracy of an allocation can

• lha t the cost assigned to a cost object is correct. This will occur when there is a
- . -orre lation between the cost and the allocation base. Even if the costs assigned
__..... e_ thi s method provides little help to managers wishing to control costs. '

;Av~rage Accuracy

Costof ~sjgning

' UsefulnessJor '
' Controt"

High

Low

Low*

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

_~~,........ ent

ation
, L . L........

u: Com pa rison of Three Methods of Assignment

- - -.n--es it is arg ued that as the number of drivers used in cost allocation increase, the level
_;;y also increases. However, some professionals are happy with the accuracy having
_ -_.

rivers. To look at the interaction between accuracy and the number of cost drivers

e study runs a cross*tab between level of accuracy and number of cost driver with the
~

resu lts:

Level of Accu racy
"'either In accurate Nor Accurate
Somewhat Accurate
Accu rate
Very Accurate
Tota l

1
0
10

9
I
20

Number of Driver
3
4
6
5
0
0
0
0
-~ 7 I
2
I
I
8 3
I
0
1 0 0
0
3
4 18 5
3
I
2
I

7
0
0
0
I

11

1

1

0
0
0
I

Total
I
23
22
7
53

Quantification of Variables
- ~ - with different hypotheses taken in the study for test, the study mainly focuses on the
. e of sophistication achieved by firms and the factors that affect such level of
- istication. 'Level of sophistication' is a categorical variable having three categories,
ely, ' highly sophisticated ' , ' moderately sophisticated', and 'unsophisticated'. The rule of
_;; categorization is made in line with earlier studies (Drury & Tayles, 1995) with some
ification. It has been established in the literature by the time that the cost system
histication largely depends on the number of cost pools and drivers a firm use for '
ti ng overhead costs over cost objects to make the tracing accurate. A cross tab between
bel' of cost pools and drivers used by the firms under the study results in the following
ation:
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ulation between cost

I and cost driver
Cost Driver

I

2

17

1

0

2
0
0
0
0

1

7

8

0
0
0
1
20

.

4

5

6

7

11

0

0

0

0

19

7

0
1
3

0

0

0

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

11
17
2

1
0
0
3

~O

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

10
0

I

0
0

0

0

0
0
0
,0

4

18

5

- -oph isticated

Total

3

0

0

1

53

Moderately Sophisticated

Highly Sophisticated

_ _·atus ac hieved by the sampled !inns participated in the survey, the categorization
",hly set as Number ofep

Cate or Name

Less than 3
Others
More than 2

Unsophisticated
Moderately Sophisticated
Highly Sophisticated

Cafe

Value

0

1
2
3

- mables considered in the study are quantified asMeasurements

d Drivers Interrelationship
e of Independent Department
e of Professionals Working in the Departments
_ fth e Organization in terms of Annual Turnover
o

__ ~ age of Overhead Cost as a Percentage of Cost of

Ratio
Ratio
Categorical; one to one = 1, one
to many = 2, many to many = 3
Dummy; yes = 1, no = 0
Dummy; es = I, no = 0
Ratio

Ratio

- _ s Manufactured
Ratio
Scale
Categorical; Manual = I, Hybrid
= 2, Automated = 3
- this definition of different variables considered in the study, level of competition is
_ - idered as a dependent variable while other variables are considered as independent
-ab ies. Initially a multiple regression analysis is done to identify the measures explaining

\ vel of sophistication better. Later on, to give a bettel' insight into the analysis and to
Irm the results of the earlier analysis, a stepwise regression is conducted_ And finally
- 20-

is done to introduce the odds ratio and how it can be used to improve the
e atta inment of level of sophistication.

_ -

gress ion is a method of analysis for assessing the strength of the relationship
~:- a set of explanatory variables (sometimes known as independent variables,
- not recommended since the variables are often correlated), and a single
ndent) variable. In thi s study, the level of sophistication is assumed to be
other variables and multiple regression is used aptly as an important
- ue to conclude the explanatory power of different variables in explaining the
- . :.ation. A pplying multiple regression analysis to a set of data results in what
... ::: essio n coefficients, one for each explanatory variable. These coefficients
_:e change in the response variable associated with a unit change in the
.=s:c:,::.::~:;
lanatory variable, ~onditional on the other explanatory variables remaining
e tab le given below, only four explanatory variables become significant.
eta coefficient of number of cost pools is computed as .394 (p<.OO 1),
_ . : :vers .506 (p< .OO 1), pool driver interrelationship .298 (p<.O I 0) and years in
<.005) . Three of the four variables show positive relationship and another
---..,.........-~_ -e ationship. As years in operation results in a negative coefficient, it will not
r of level of sophi stication though it bccomcs statistically significant. Thus,
_ ~... hat the three variables out of ten have the explanatory power. For a one
mber of cost drivers, level of sophistication will be changed by 0.506;
e un it change in number of cost pool, level of sophistication will be
and for a one unit change in pool driver interrelationship, level of
. I be changed by 0.298.
o

-..,.,.-_
. . .0. .

-;:

-

-

- 1.988E-02 .006

-.268

-3.225 .003

.096

-.464 -.203

.571

1.753

-.074

-.964

.226

-.155 -.061

.668

1.498

.010

-.31 1 -.127

.605

1.653

.635

.553

.257

.427

2.342

.341

.195

.033

.506

5.974 .000

.778

.696

.375

.550

1.819

.245

.084

.298

2.908 .006

.754

.427

.183

.374

2.672

.142

.125

.088

1.135 .263

.330

.181

.071

.654

1.530

.153

.007

.060

.952

.068

.010

.004

.327

3.062

.000

.000

-1 .348 .186

.030

-.214 -.085

.484

2.068

-.122
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reports correlation under zero-order, part and partial categories. Zero- he Pearson correlation between each predictor and the outcome variable.
partial correlation between each predictor and the outcome, controlling
of the model. Finally, it produces the part correlation between each
ome. Thi s correlation r,epresents the relationship between each predictor
~ out ome that is not explained by other predictors in the model. As such, it
- ~ r lationship between a predictor and the outcome.
_ _ 0

dependent variable explained by each explanatory variable is expected to
mu lticollinearity is essentially a sample phenomenon, the significant
\'een the existence and nonexistence of multicollinearity, but between its
G jarati, 2003). So, evidence regarding the extent of multicollinearity in our
" d.
_I:D_..:.::l~~'"

•

a high degree of correlation among several independent variables when a
orporates a large number of independent variables. It is because some of
- the same concepts or phenomena. Existence of multicollinearity is not
. OLS assumption but also it violates the assumption that X matrix is full
~ impossible. When a model is not full ranked, that is, the inverse of X
ere can be an indetinite number of least squares solutions. However,
riterion for evaluating multicollinearity of linear regression models.
nts of independent variable may be checked. But, high correlation
. :-ecessarily imply multicollinearity.
"~

_= _ -ion

models, collinearity can be related to the existence of linear
-::: the columns of the X matrix. For each regressor Xj , the tolerance (Tol)
- Tol J

= 1-

RJ ' where RJ is the coefficient of determination obtained in

=0 0 + 0I X I I + ... + 0J_IX j _11 + 0J+IXj+11 + ... + 0kXki + Vi
- e proportion of variance x j that is not accounted for by the remaining
an be used as an index of the degree of collinearity associated tox j

•

-: IIinearity of x I ' called variance inflation factor (VIF) can be obtained as a
_ "-.re ent of the sampling variance of the estimated regression coefficient of
, earity. It shows how multicollinearity has increased the instability oftpe
_-e- 'Freund and Littell, 2000). Putting differently, it tells us how 'inflated'
oeffi cient is, compared to what it would be if the variable were
:m) oth er variable in the model (Allison, 1999). VIF, can be computed as
of the inv erse of the R correlation matrix among the regressors or

no fo nnal criterion for detennining the bottom line of the tolerance value
_ ,.",ue that a Tol J less than 0.1 or VIFj greater than 10 roughly indicates

_ !.

-':ollinearity. Others insist that magnitude of model's R ] be considered
"_ i I ance of multicollinearity. Klein and Nakamura (1962) suggests
"l1'l:I[:":;-: _ • • 'on that RJ exceeds R] of the regression model. In this vein, if VIFj is
-22-

//(1 - R2 ) or a Tol i

e range causing no multicollinearity that may be of concern.
3Su res of col linearity which take all regressors into account simultaneously have
uggcstl!d. Thl! most ulkn USl!d uverall cullincarity diagnostic is the condition
3 Islcy ct aI., 1980; Bcls\cy, 1982). The condition number of a matrix is the square
'. e ratio of the largest to the smallest eigen-values. A large condition number of the
_ ented moment matrix, reflects the existence of one or more linear dependencies
= ~e olumns of X (Belsley et aI., 1980).
'- re is no collinearity at all , the eigenvalues, condition indices and condition number
ual one. As collinearity increases, eigenvalues will be both greater and smaller than
al ues close to zero indicate a multicollinearity problem), and the condition indices
- ition number will increase. An informal rule of thumb is that if the condition number
ultico llinearity is a concern ; if it is greater than 30 multicollinearity is a serious
. The Table below incorporates collinearity diagnostics data that again produces no
serio us concern .
tics

Less than
(l_R2),

• p-hod

Eigenvalue

Tol j

Greater than
J/(l_R 2)

roughly less roughly greater
than 0,1
than 10
from a regression

R:

Less than .01

Condition
Index
Greater than
50 (or 30)

Proportion of
Variation
Greater than
0.8 (or 0.7)

Principal Component Analysis on the X'X
matri x

--e fi t of a multiple regression model can be judged in various ways, for example, by the
~ l ulation of the multiple correlation coefficients or by the examination of residuals. The
- le below includes some statistics to specify the fit of the model. A measure of the fit of the
odel is provided by the multiple correlation coefficient, R, defined as the correlation
tween the observed values of the response variable and the values predicted by the model.
The value of R2 gives the proportion of the variability of the response variable accounted for
y the explanatory variables.
Std. Error of the
Estimate
Durbin-Watson
Adj usted R Square
.811
.30341
1.726
.850
a. Predictors: (Constant), Production Process, Pool Driver Interrelationship, Years of Operation,
An nual Turnover, Level of Competition, Independent Department, Percentage of Overheads,
Number of Cost Drivers, Num ber of Cost Pools, Existence of Professionals
b. Dependent Variable: Levels of Sophistication
Model

R

R Square

The above table includes the mUltiple correlation coefficient, R, its square, R2 , and an
adjusted version of this coefficient as summary measures of model fit. The multiple
correlation coefficient R = 0.922 indicates that there is a strong correlation between the
- 23 -

_ el of sophistication and those predicted by the regression model. In terms of
- observed level of sophistication accounted for by our fitted model, this amounts
of R2 = 0.850, or 85.0%. Since by definition R2 will increase when further
.: d to the model even if these do not explain variability in the population, the
. ~ is an attempt at improved estimation of R2 in the population. The index is
.....~__ ·11 to compensate for chance increases in R2, with bigger adjustments for larger
. ~ 3I1atory variables. Use of this adjusted measure leads to a revised estimate that
'. e variabifity in level of sophistication in the population can be explained by the
.. va riables. The table also provides an estimate of the standard deviation of the
unde r ·'Std. Error of the Estimate"). Here we estimate the mean absolute deviation
i h is small considering that the level of sophistication range from 1 to 3 .
...... --- -alson test is important to check whether there exists any serial autocorrelation. In
._---,.,..-'- --egression analysis, it has been assumed that the error term is independent with a
.;. e of zero but in practice, it may happen that the errors are not independent instead
lated. Such error autocorrelation, or "serial correlation", has many undesirable but
-----..,..,. Ie consequences (e.g., the least-squares estimates are sub-optimal, standard
- _ ~e intervals for f3 are incorrect; the error term is forecast able). Thus, it is highly
- e to try to detect error autocorrelations. The Durbin-Watson Test for serial
. , n assumes that the 5, are stationary and normally distributed with mean zero. It
null hypothesis Ho that the errors are uncorrelated against the alternative

-- is H , . Since d is approximately equal to 2(l-r), where r is the sample
. elation of the residuals, d == 2 indicates no autocorrelation. The value of d always
_ _......__ . een 0 and 4. If the Durbin-Watson statistic is substantially less than 2, there is
.e- e o f positive serial correlation. As a conservative rule of thumb, Field (2009) suggests
. :llues less than 1.0 and greater than 3.0 are definitely cause for concern. Small values of
-- icate successive error terms are, on average, close in value to one another, or positively
-e ated. If d > 2, successive error terms are, on average, much different in value to one
_-ner, i.e., negatively correlated. In regressions, this can imply an underestimation of the
. e of statistical significance. In this analysis, the vale of d is calculated as 1.726 which is
lower than I or substantially less than 2. Thus, it may be concluded the autocorrelation
_: may exist in the analysis is, not alarm ing. Even the residual statistics also shows that the
of residual is zero.
Residuals Statistics 3
Std.
Minimum Maximum Mean
Deviation
N
Predicted Value
Residual

.7118

3.5728

1.8163

.64305

49

-.65498

.56593

.00000

.26996

49

1.000

49

.890

49

Std. Predicted
-1.718
2.731
.000
Value
-2.159
1.865
.000
Std. Residual
a. Dependent Variable: Levels of Sophistication

The variation in the response variable can be partitioned into a part due to regression on the
explanatory variables and a residual term. The latter divided by its degrees of freedom (the
residual mean square) gives an estimate of

(j2 ,

and the ratio of the regression mean square to
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mean

square

provides

F-test

an

of the

hypothesis

that

each

of

····· ·'/3n takes the value zero.

.-,egression
~ e-idual

Sum of Squares
df Mean Square
19.849
10
1.985

,I- otal

3.498

38

23.347

48

F

21.561

Sig.
.000

.092

" A table as shown above also provides an F-test for the null hypothesis that none
_ anatory variables is related to level of sophistication, or in other words, that Rl is
_~ \'e can clearly reject this null hypothesis (F(IO, 38) = 21.561,p < 0.001), and so
• at at least one of the explanatory variables is related to the level of sophistication.
ise Regression
_~

regression removes and adds variables to the regression model for the purpose of
g a useful subset of the predictors. Stepwise first finds the explanatory variable with
= es correlation (R2) to start with. It then tries each of the remaining explanatory
- _- unt il it finds the two with the highestRl. Then it tries all of them again until it finds
-.

--ee ariables with the highest Rl, and so on. The overall Rl gets larger as more
_ are added .

- t
:cer of Cost Drivers

'::'?~nt

,=

Step I
1.014
.778

Levels of Sophistication
Step 2
Step 3
.487
.451
.510

.)

. .-st:
Eb:: Dri ver Interrelationship

8.486

5.455

K.!t-"S2:
~"]'""11ber

Step 4
.622

.475

.494

5.496

6.058

.453

.333

.277

4.840

3.545

3.059

.260

.378

3. 137

4.205

of Cost Pools

Ii:;
(-stat

Years of Operation
-:::
-'

-.200

~
I

.-Slat
C~ange

in R - Square
..... dju sted R - Square
; Value
p<O.OOI, p<0.005, p<0.015

.133
.727
64.898

.605
.597
72.014

.047
.771
54.859

-2 .630
.029
.798
48.282

Cost driver is the variable which explains the level of sophistication better than any other
. ariables considered in the study. Inclusion of pool_driver relationship as another variable in
: ' model, the model improves with a change in R2 amounting to 0.133. It means the model
explains 13.3% more of outcome variable due to the inclusion of second variable. In step 3,
- 25-

"'LJ,.;~,",

nsiders cost pools as another variable that again improves the model with a R2
.047. The model further improves considering years of operation as another
_gh coefficient is negative and not significant. The stepwise regression stops as
llliiJO:::::-"'=,: 0 her variables will not improve the model. Thus, we may conclude that both
"-ear regression and stepwise regression produces similar results with some better

_~ ____

"

-egression is used to predict a categorical (usually dichotomous) variable from a set

_-or variables. With a categorical dependent variable, discriminant function analysis
:. employed if all of the predictors are continuous and nicely distributed; logit
s usually employed if all of the predictors are categorical; and logistic regression is
:- sen if the predictor variables are a mix of continuous and categorical variables
- : hey are not nicely distributed (logistic regression makes no assumptions about the
- " ons of the predictor variables). For a logistic regression, the predicted dependent
a function of the probability that a particular subject will be in one of the

___,~_-

: -ic regression, the dependant variable is required to be dichotomous. Thus, the
nt variable is coded as 1 for the category 'highly sophisticated' and 0 for other two
== -jes namely, 'moderately sophisticated ' and 'unsophisticated'. The case processing
uy below states that there are 49 cases used in the analysis with no missing cases.
-~

Case Processing Summary
Unweighted Cases
Selected Cases

a

N

Unselected Cases

49
0
49
0

Percent
100.0
.0
100.0
.0

Total

49

100.0

Included in Analysis
Mi ssing Cases
Total

a. ]fweight is in effect, see classification table for the total number of cases.
~e

fo llowing table shows the coding of dependant variable as assumed in the study. The
alysis kept the original values for the dichotomous variable level of sophistication. If the
." iable was coded as, for example, 3 and 4, these would have been re-coded to 0 and 1. ]n
--is case, 0 means unsophisticated and I means sophisticated.
Dependent Variable Encoding
Original Value Internal Value

0

0

I

1

The data entry method is chosen as Enter and thus the SPSS starts by inserting only a
constant in the model in Block O. Other variables are not considered. The Block 0 output is
for a model that includes only the intercept. Given the base rates of the two decision options
(41/49 = 84% decided unsophisticated, 16% decided sophisticated), and no other information,
·26·

_ ~egy is to predict, for every case, that the firms are having unsophisticated system .
. :;:rategy, you would be correct 84% of the time.

Predicted
Levels of Sophistication
Percentage Correct
o
1

Obse rved
Levels of Sophistication 0

41

0

100.0

8

0

.0

~-+--------+-------~------------~

Overall Percentage

83.7

--..ant is included in the model.
_':!l

alue is .500

abIes in the Equation, the intercept-only model is In(odds) = -1.634.

If we

_ .."'--~~ ...:e both sides of this expression we find that our predicted odds [Exp(B)] = .195.
predicted odds of sophisticated system .195. Since 8 of our subjects have
_ ._ s stem and 41 have unsophisticated system, our observed odds are 8/41 = .195.
_ - i-square tests the null hypothesis that the constant equals O. This hypothesis is
~=::::.
se the p-value (listed in the column called "Sig.") is smaller than the critical p-:: or.O1). Hence, we conclude that the constant is not O. The df is the degrees of
-~".-.-. -- - he Wald chi-square test. There is only one degree of freedom because there is
- _- ~ i tor in the model, namely the constant.
'~ariabl es

in the Equation

B
=.;.:p C Constant -1 .634

S.E.

Wald

.387

17.875

df
I

Variables not in the Equation
Score
df

I

ep 0

Sig.

Exp(B)

.000

.195

Sig.

6.829

I

.009

driver

21.809

1

.000

pool driver

6.840

1
3

.009

Variables pool

Overall Statistics

22.698

.000

Block I below, SPSS enters all the variables in the model. The coefficients here
asu re of how well the model fits. We must look mostly at the Model coefficient.
s to the multivariate F test for linear regression. The null hypothesis states that
abo ut the independent variables does not allow us to make better prediction of
;:en ariable. Therefore we would want that this chi-squared value is significant (as
pie) .
ests of Model Coefficients gives us a Chi-Square of 32.996 on 3 df, significant
. This is a test of the null hypothesis that adding the variables to the model has
tly increased our ability to predict the decisions made by our subjects.
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- ~ table shows the chi-square statistic and its significance level. In this example,
Model and Block are the same because we have not used stepwise
= sion or blocking. The value given in the Sig. column is the probability of
~e hi -square statistic given that the null hypothesis is true. In other words, this is
.~. of obtaining this chi-square statistic (32.996) if there is in fact no effect of the
.a:::J=~i:- 'ari ab1es, taken together, on the dependent variable. This is, of course, the p-: is compared to a critical value, perhaps .05 or .0 I to determine if the overall
.' :istically significant. In this case, the model is statistically significant because the
- ss than the critical value. These values (step, block and model Chi-Squares) test
"::::f~
not all of the variables entered in the equation (for model), all of the variables
urrent block (for block), or the current increase in the model fit (for step) have a
-: im pact. As the values for each chi-square is significant, it indicates that the
_ _ ded to the model significantly impact the dependant variable.

_-.......;;"-. - "or the Step,

_-

: _ lethod = Enter
Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Chi-square df
Sig.
Step 1 Step

32.996

3

.000

32.996

3

.000

Model 32 .996

3

.000

Block

•

.fodel Summary we see that the -2 Log Likelihood statistic is 10.619. This statistic
how poorly the model predicts the decisions - the smaller the statistic the better the
perfect model has a -2 Log Likelihood value of zero. The Cox & Snell R2 can be
~. d like R2 in a multiple regression, but cannot reach a maximum value of 1. The
e ke R2 can reach a maximum of 1. The log-likelihood ratio statistic was used for
_.:> parameters in the logistic regression model. The SPSS statistical package presents
. -e log-likelihood itself but the log-likelihood multiplied by -2 (SPSS Inc. 1998). Output
- -P S denotes log-likelihood multiplied by -2 as "-2 Log Likelihood". By multiplying
~.:> · Iikelihood by -2 it approximates a chi-square distribution (Menard, 1995). Larger
• of -2 log likelihood indicate worse prediction of the dependent variable.
I .

Model Summary
Step

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square
Nagelkerke R Square
1
10.619
.490
.831
a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 9 because parameter estimates
Ichanged by less than .001 .
u

-e Hosmer-Lemeshow tests the null hypothesis that there is a linear relationship between
- _ redictor variables and the log odds of the criterion variable. Cases are arranged in order
-. . eir predicted probability on the criterion variable. These ordered cases are then divided
LX groups (lowest decile [prob < .1] to highest decile [prob > .9]). Each of these groups
- - en divided into two groups on the basis of actual score on the criterion variable. This
_- Its in a 2 x 6 contingency table. Expected frequencies are computed based on the
..:,5:,um ption that there is a linear relationship between the weighted combination of the
ictor variables and the log odds of the criterion variable. For the outcome = no (decision
= unso phisticated) column, the expected frequencies will run from high (for the lowest
:: ile) to low (for the highest decile). For the outcome = yes column the frequencies will run
- 28-

igh. A chi-square statistic is computed comparing the observed frequencies
expected under the linear model. An insignificant chi-square indicates that the
. odel well.
, .-.- i-,

I -..:~

Hosmer and Lemeshow Test
Step
I

Chi-square

df

Sig.

2.635

4

.621

}

Table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test
Levels of So histication = 1.00
Expected

Observed

Expected

Total

14

14.000

0

.000

14

2

5

5.000

0

.000

5

3
4
5
6

8

7.967

0

10
3

9.817
3.923
.293

0
3
5

.033
.183
2.077
5.707

8
10
6
6

Classification Tablell
Predicted
Levels of Sophistication
Observed

-

I

Levels of
So ph istication

40
0

0
I

Percentage Correct

I

0

1
8

97.6
100.0
98.0

Overall Percentage
The cut value is .500

Variables in the Equation

B
pool
driver
pool_driver
Constant

S.E.

W a ld

df

1.647 .935 3.099
3.834 1.720 4.968
.262 2.004 .017
-20.952 9.708 4.658

·
Exp(B) 95.0% C.l.for EXP(B)
S Ig.
Lower
Upper
.000

5.190

.026 46.270
.013 1.299
.000
.031

.830
1.588
.026

32.470
1.348E3
66.063

Variable(s) entered on step 1: pool, driver, pool_driver.
The last table produced by SPSS is the one containing the variable coefficients. The formula
5 ould read as follows.
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_) = I n(l~ p) = -20.952 + 1.647(pool) + 3.834(driver) + .262(pool_ driver)
t the probability of being sophisticated system by a firm having 3 cost pool, 3 cost
- many to many (3) pool_driver relationship, let us substitute the equation first and
-~ exp to obtain the odds.

= -20.952 + 1.647(3) + 3.834(3) + .262(3) = -3 .723
- -.: = 0.02416
p)

exp -3 .72 3
- :ransform it to obtain the probabi Iity as

-3

m

1 +exp ..

=

0.02359

O dds Ratio (OR)
.io oftwo odds is called odd ratio, where odds are computed from two respondents. For
Ie, let us consider the steps as used above to calculate the odds for a firm having 6 cost
~rs keeping other information intact.
=: : fo rmulation of the model will bejt (p) =
- , 9

-20.952 + 1.647(3) + 3.834(6) + .262(3) = 7.7791

= 2389.8841
exp 7.779

- s transform it to obtain the probability as

7779

I +exp·

=

0.999582

-:-- s the OR will be Odd 1/Odd 2, i.e. 0.999582/0.02359 = 42.37. It means the firm with three
: s pools, six cost drivers and many to many pool-driver relationship enjoys 42.37 times
'gher probability of attaining sophistication as compared with the firm with three cost pools,
-:.ree cost drivers and many to many poql-driver relationship
ihese' estimates tell us the relation sh ip between the independent variables and the dependent
ariable, where the dependent variable is on the logit scale. These estimates tell the amount
increase (or decrease, if the sign of the coefficient is negative) in the predicted log odds of
,e el of sophistication = 1 that would be predicted by a 1 unit increase (or decrease) in the
red ictor, holding all other predictors constant. For the independent variables which are not
significant, the coefficients are not significantly different from 0, which should be taken into
a count when interpreting the coefficients. (See the columns labeled Wald and Sig.
regarding testing whether the coefficients are statistically significant). Because these
oefficients are in log-odds units, they are often difficult to interpret, so they are often
onverted into odds ratios. It can be done by hand by exponentiating the coefficient, or by
looking at the right-most column in the Variables in the Equation table labeled "Exp(8)". For
eve ryone-unit inc rease in pool , we expect a 1.647 increase in the log-odds of level of
sophistication, holding all other independent variables constant. For everyone-unit increase
in driver, we expect a 3.834 increase in the log-odds of level of sophistication, holding all
other independent variables constant. And for everyone-unit increase in pool_driver, we
expect a .262 increase in the log-odds of level of sophistication. ·20.952 is the expected
value of the log-odds of level of sophistication when all of the predictor variables equal
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t cases, this is not interesting. Also, sometimes zero is not a realistic value for a
·ake.

-0

. the standard errors associated with the coefficients. The standard error is used for
.'. 'lether the parameter is significantly different from 0 by dividing the parameter
)' the standard error you obtain a t-value. The standard errors can also be used to
: nfidence interval for the parameter. The Wald and Sig. columns provide the Wald
alue and 2-tailed p-value used in testing the null hypothesis that the coefficient
- _: r) is O. In case of using a 2-tailed test, we should compare each p-value to our
_- ed value of alpha. Coefficients having p-values less than alpha are statistically
- _ rtt. For example, if you chose alpha to be 0.05, coefficients having a p-value of 0.05
- .. au ld be statistically significant (i.e., you can reject the null hypothesis and say that
ient is significantly different from 0). If you use a I-tailed test (i.e., you predict
-e parameter will go in a particular direction), then you can divide the p-value by 2
-! ~om paring it to your preselected alpha level.
For the variable pool, the p-value is .000, so the null hypothesis that the coefficient
eq uals 0 would be rejected.
For the variable driver, the p-value is .026, so the null hypothesis that the coefficient
eq uals 0 would be rejected.
For the variable pool_driver, the p-value is .013, so the null hypothesis that the
oefficient equals 0 would be rejected.

_ Reasons for Implementing ABC
_ ='nn s who are assessing or implementing ABC must have some reasoning behind that.
_ ~searcher also has got the interest to figure out the rational ity of using ABC considering
itations. Thus the questionnaire includes a question asking the respondents to circle the
': ' fro m I to 5 in support or their decision of implementing ABC where I represents 'Not
rtant' and 5 represents 'Extremcly Important'. Thc question has thirteen different
eters with the following results:
Yfore accurate cost calculation
4.27
Improved cost control/management
4.09
Ensuring product/customer profitability
3.86
Improved budgeting, erf()rm~mce measurement
3.86
Increasing competitiveness
3.73
Supporting other' management innovations (TQM and JIT)
3.35
Providing behavioral incentives by creating cost consciousness among
emp loyecs
__~_ _:-_---:_ _ _-:--:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _-I-3=-.-:5-:3-1
~--r-.:..;.ln.:..;.lprovinaproduct qualitl: via better 12roduct and process desiGn
3.44
Res onding to an increase in overheads
3.40
Responding to increased pressure from regulators
3.19
Better use of resources ,
3.60
Evaluating and 'ustifying investments in new technologies
4.02
Improved insight into cost catlsatio~._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,-3_._6_7--,
To give some better insight into the analysis, an exploratory factor analysis is done. Four
actors have been extracted explaining 74% of the variation as shown in the table below.
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Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadi
% of
Cumulative

.~ he factors having more than 1.0 eigenvalue have been retained while others have been
_ ·~d . The component matrix table shows the distribution of different parameters across
1 ny.
ors. AlIplh
a vaI
ue'IS more th an th e re tIerence va Ilie th at ensures re r1a bTt
Component
1
2
4
3
Cronbach's Alpha
0.856
Accuracy
.803
Costmgt
.536
Profitability
.566
perfmeasllre
.686
.724
competitiveness
innovation
.522
costconscious
.701
.794
Quality
.826
overheads
.663
preregu lators
.826
useresources
.677
investechnology
.833
costcausation
All loadings in excess 0('0.400 are shown (n=53).

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy is adequate (0.77) and the Bartlett
. st of Sphericity is highly significant X2 (p = 0.000).
ignificant at p < 0.00.1
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity
df

- 32 -

.770
271.027
78

KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

.770
271.027
78

.000

_-= ·:-half reliability statistics also support reliability of the scale. For both of the half, the
." e is more tha!l the reference value. Guttman split-half coefficient is also significant.
e sale has passed multiple measures of reliability. And the factor analysis itself
_ es construct validity.
0

"

Cronbach's Alpha

Reliability Statistics
Part I Value
N of Items
Part 2 Value

.720
7a
.775
6b

N of Items

13

Total N of Items
Correlation Between Forms

.752

Spearman-Brown
Coefficient

Equal Length
.858
Unequal Length
.859
Guttman Split-Half Coefficient
.853
a. The items are: Accuracy, Costmgt, Profitability, perfmeasure,
competitiveness, innovation, costconscious.
b. The items are: costconscious, quality, overheads, preregulators,
useresources, investechnology, costcausation.

':.13 Problems faced during ABC Implementation
e research had another target to know the problems faced by the firms who have assessed
• implemented ABC. It is an important finding for the firms who are planning to implement
ABC in future. The question includes twelve different parameters to address this issue with
me following results.

Mean
3.86
4.00
3.60
3.12

3.36
7
8
9
10

uired

11
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3.81
3.57
3.98
3.57
3.24
3.62

SD
1.025800
0.962720
0.857094
1.365112
1.055102
1.311080
1.271505
1.157965
0.940754
1.122052
1.324302

ndents were asked to choose the respective value against each parameter designed
_ ert 5 point scale where 1 represents 'Strongly Disagree' and 5 represents 'Strongly
'. The major problem was with the identification of right driver.
loratory factor analysis extracts three factors having eigenvalue more than 1.0
- ing 71 % of total variance as shown in the table below:

I

Total Variance Explained
Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues

~""~O:J I Total

%of
Cumulative
%
Variance

%of
Variance

Total

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings

Cumulative

%

%of
Variance

Total

Cumulative

%

5.340

44.500

44.500

5.340

44.500

44.500

3.679

30.661

30.661

-

1.841

15.341

59.840

1.841

15.341

59.840

2.566

21.386

52.047

..

1.447

12.055

71.895

1.447

12.055

71.895

2.382

19.848

71.895

.821

6.840

78.735

S

.783
.571

6.528

85.263

4.759

90.021

.328

2.732

92.753

1

.314

2.616

95.369

:;1

.193

1.609

96.978

-:J

.148

1.231

98.208

n

.140

1.166

99.375

,I:

.075

.625

100.000

~I

~,

:J.:uaction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
~e

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy is adequate (0.72) and the Bartlett

:es of Sphericity is highly significant X2 (p = 0.000).
ificant atp < 0.001

KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

.723
315.922

66
.000

T he split-half reliability statistics also support reliability of the scale. For both of the half, the
alpha value is more than the reference value. Guttman split-half coefficient is also significant.
Thus the sale has passed multiple measures of reliability. And the factor analysis itself
ensures construct val idity.
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Summary
1st Half

Summary
2 nd Half

6
21.57143

6
21.80952

906.0000

916.0000

4.103199

4.988954

Correlation between first and second half:

.930029597
Correlation corrected for attenuation :

Split half reliability :

.963746461

Guttman split-ha If relia bility:

16.83624
24.88966
.6899834
.8062903
activities
drivers
conceptsell
costs
conseldmanager
castalia
datagather
res
isimple
is
reluctance
workload

-

.954271576

~.

omponent matrix showing the distribution of diflcrcnt f~lctors in three ditlercnt
are shown below. For factor loading, cut off vulue is considered as 0.4 as a
_-'"""lIDon rule of thumb.
-~ :>ori es

Component Matrix"
Component
Cronbach's Alpha
.881
Factor I Factor 2
Factor 3
,

.575

activities
drivers

.740

costs

.647

conceptsell

.730
.649
.775
.676
.780

conseldmanager
costallo
res
datagather
is

.784

isimple

.598

workload

.818

reluctance

.639

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a.3 components extracted.

5.14 Benefits from Adopting ABC
Another question deals with the benefits received by the firms who have adopted ABC. This
section generates important message to those who have not implemented ABC yet. The
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~:io n

again has fourteen parameters and the respondents are asked to choose the suitable
_ in a Likert 5 point scale where I represents 'Strongly Disagree' and 5 represents
ngly Agree'. The survey results in the following:
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

More accurate cost information for costing
More accurate cost information for pricing
Improved cost control and management
Better insights into cost causation and behavior
Better performance measures
More accurate profitability analysis
Better allocation of overhead
Reduction of waste and rework
Better understanding on cost reduction possibilities
Improvement in customer services
New product design
Restructuring or reengineering business operations
Better stock valuation
Other (please specify)

4.37
4.19
4.16
4.05
4.12
4.23
4.07
3.60
3.56
3.67
3.60
3.65
3.74
3.92

-\n exploratory factor analysis extracts four factors having eigenvalue more than 1.0
"'xplaining 75% of total variance as shown in the table below:
II

Total Variance Explained

I

Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues

Compon
ent

%of
Variance

Total

Cumulative %

%of
Variance

Total

Cumulative
%

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
%of
Variance

Total

Cumulative
%

I

5.447

41.903

41.903

5.447

41.903

41.903

3.126

24.050

24.050

2

2.129

16.379

58.282

2.129

16.379

58.282

2.656

20.433

44.482

3

1.166

8.970

67.252

1.1 66

8.970

67.252

2.078

15.986

60.468

of

1.025

7.882

75.133

1.025

7.882

75.133

1.906

14.665

75.133

5

9

.780
.535
.495
.418
.287

6.000
4.114
3.8 11
3.2 12
2.207

81.134
85.248
89 .058
92.270
94.477

10

.237

1.826

96.303

11

.219

1.687

97.991

12

.160

1.233

99.224

13

.101

.776

100.000

6
7

r------

8

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy is adequate (0.74) and the Bartlett
test of Sphericity is highly significant X2 (p = 0.000).
Significant atp < 0.001

KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
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I

.744

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

300. 156
78
.000

:--e split-half reliability statistics also support rei iabi I ity of the scale. For both of the hal f. the
a value is more than the reference value. Guttman spl it-half coefficient is also significant.
the sale has passed multiple measures of reliability. And the factor analysis itself
_ illres construct validity.

Reliability Statistics
Part I Value

Cronbach's Alpha

.785

~----------------4-----~

N of Items
73
Part 2 Value
.856
r-----------------+-----~
N of Items
6h
Total N of Items
13

.621
, .766

Correlation Between Forms
Spearman-Brown Coefficient

Equal Length

.767

Unequal Length
Guttman Split-Half Coefficient

.756

a. The items are: accuracy, accupric, costmgt, costcau, perfmea. profana,
overallo.
b. The items are: overallo, wastrew, costreduc, impcust, newprodes, restuc,
stocvalu.
T he component matrix showing the distribution of different factors in three difTerent
categories is shown below. For factor loading, cut off value is considered as 0.4 as a common
rule of thumb.

Rotated Component Matrix

a

Component
Cronbach ' s Alpha
Factor 1
accuracy
accupric

Factor 2
.717

.879
Factor 3 Factor 4

.685
.811

costmgt
costcau

.686

perfmea

.830

profana

.728

overallo

.864

wastrew

.837

costreduc

.862

impcust

.639

.SOO
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newprodes

.422

restuc

.562

.795
.601
.470

stocvalu

.720
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method : Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations.
e component matrix as shown abov e does not confirm the convergent and discriminate
idity as a single parameter comes under more than one factor as the rule of factor loading
". onsidered as 0.40 .

:.15 Reasons for not adopting ABC
_ good number of companies (around 30) do not adopt ABC yet. Thus the researcher had the
. ention to know the reasoning from the practitioners behind the rationality of not using
AB C. The questionnaire includes a question targeting to know the reasons for not adopting
ABC with 24 individual parameters grouped under 5 categories. These groupings were made
- om theoretical underpinning and logical cognizance. The survey comes out with the
ollowing results:

Too expensive including cost of IT
Does not add value
Too detailed, time-consuming
Lack of skills, high staff turnover (ABC skills)
Difficulty with data
Difficulty configuring ABC with other systems, IT
Difficulty identifying suitable cost drivers
Difficulty defining cost pools, cost drivers
Lack of adequate systems, IT
Most of the costs are fixed

3.09

3 .79
3.05
2.84

3.36
3.00
3.70
3.59
3.00
3.66

ABC only suited to manufacturing
Inadequate marketing of ABC
Negative publicity about ABC
Takes time to assess, be accepted
Over
ion b clients
Top management decision/ policy not to implement
Lack oftop management support/employee resistance
Other
orities
JI
Firm is doing so well they do not focus on cost
Firm still focuses on financial accounting
Competitors are not using ABC
Consultants are not available
·38·

3.36
2.93
2.82

2.68

;: respondents were asked to circle the respective numbers against each parameter
ed in a Likert 5 point scale with I representing 'strongly disagree' and 5 representing
ngly agree'. Thus the respondents were free to use their judgments in choosing the
_ ::.meters contributing to the reluctance of using ABC. The parameter mostly contribute
- aIds non-adoption of ABC as the decision of management not to implement ABC. And
~ lowest score attained by unavailability of consultants. It is a very important finding that
_ have skilled manpower or the companies have their own personnel who can implement
e ABC without the help of any outside consultants.
~~ i s

1

section deals with qualitative factors quantified in a ratio scale. The accuracy of the
outcome depends on how. consistent the
respondents were while choosing values
for different parameters. Thus. reliability
Scree Plot
test is warranted before generalizing the
outcome. The Cronbach's Alpha is
computed as .707 \Vh ich is more than the
reference value indicating that the outcome
is reliable. Using the principal components
method, a factor analysis of these survey
items revealed nine distinct factors with
eigenvalues greater than 1.0. which
accounted for 88 percent of the total
variance in the data. The accompanied
Scree Plot gives a visual display of number
of components having eigenvalues greater
than 1.0. Thus, only nine components nrc
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 " 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
20 :1
23 :4
retained rejecting others.
Component Number
1~

2~

The factor solutions for the defined constructs support the construct validity of the survey
instrument. Convergent validity is demonstrated by each factor having Illultiple-question
loadings in excess of 0.5. In addition, discriminant validity is supportcd, with no clements
having loadings in excess of 0.45 on more than one factor. Cronbach's alpha is use.d as the
coefficient of reliability for testing the internal consistency of the constructs validated by the
factor analysis. The alpha coefficients for all of the constructs are in excess of 0.7. considered
acceptable for exploratory research (Nunnally, 1994).

0

0..

E
0

Extraction SUIllS of Squared
Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues

C
CI)
c:
Total

u

%of
Variance

Cumulative

%

%of
Cumulative
0/0
Variance

Total

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
Total

I

% of
Cumul:lti\·c
variance ,
%
1--. -- - -

1

4.971

20.713

20.713

4.971

20.713

2

4.026

16.776

37.489

4.026

16.776

3

2.944

12.268

49.758

2.944

12 .268

4

2.144

8.934

58.692

2.144

5

1.819

7.579

66 .271

6

1.698

7.075

73.345

7

1.345

5.605

78.950

13.409

37.489

3.21 S
2.8X<)

12.036

25 .·l-t5

49.758

2.5()5

10.688

36.133

8.934

58.692

2.472

10.300

46.433

1.819

7.579

66.271

2.20()

9.166

55.599

1.698

7.075

73.345

2. 18 5

9.103

64 .702

1.345

5.605

78.950

2. 123

8.844
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20.713

13..109

73.546

I

1.157

4.821

!'

1.157

4.821

83.771

2.010

8.376

81.922

1.030

4.290

88.061

1.473

6.139

88.061

1.030

4.290

88.061

1::,

.938

3.910

91.971

il
~ ;I

.509

2.120

94.090

.434

1.807

95 .898

3 11
~ ,

.330
.271
.249

1.375
1.129
1.037

97.273
98.402
99.439

::5'1

.064

.268

99.707

- I

"~' 1

.029

.121

99.828

:£1

.026

.106

99.935

~i l

.013

.056

99.991

:,..t

:0) 1

'; 1

-----

.002

.009

100.000

3.984E-16

1.660E-15

100.000

2.638E-16

1.099E-15

100.000

- I.780E-16 -7.418E-16
-4.16IE-16 -1.734E-15

100.000

~cti on

--

83.771

100.000

Method: Principal Component Analys is.

:be rotated component matrix given below shows the distribution of the parameters in nine
:·tIerent factors. Varimax rotation results in the grouping after 17 iterations.

1

expensive
nonvalue
timeconsume
stafftumover
datadifficulty
configabc
idendriver
definingpool
lacksystems
fixedcost
satisfaction
unsuitable
manufacturing
inadequatemark
negpublicity
Assess
overexpectation
mgtsupport

Rotated Component Matrix"
Component
4
2
3
5
6
.804

7

8

9

.594
.479
.857
.669
.411
.899
.879
.496

1
.856
.934

.774
.494
.835
.896
.863

1
.794
.816
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:-esistance
I, Other
i:-;-ofocus
Focus

--'--,

I

- - --

.795

-

.697
.723

f----

.520
.906

~o nuse

.841

:::onsultants
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 17 iterations.

- - per the factor loading, the nine components with the respective parameters are presented
- low:

Factor 1 - Com

3
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~-e

above table disaggregates the parameters and brings them into new alignment in line
-h the factor analysis. It gives the readers a better insight regarding the reason for not using
.!3C in a country like Bangladesh.
-e above mentioned scale was analyzed using the six measures of reliability discussed by
- nman (1945). Of the six, he argued that the one with the highest rating establishes the
'er bound of the true reliability of the scale (henceforth, Guttman's Lower Bound or OLB)
::>onbach's Alpha (Cronbach, 1970), one of Guttman's six measures, was highlighted in the
. alysis as is fairly standard in most discussions of reliability. The accepted level of
-~li ability depends on the purpose of the research projects. For example, Nunnally argued that
- early stages of research, reliability of 0.50 to 0.60 would suffice and that "for basic
-esearch it can be argued that increasing reliabilities beyond 0.80 is often wasteful" (1967, p.
: _6). Thus, for this study, the target level of minimum reliability was set in the 0.70 to 0.80
=cnge.
1:"actor analysis is used as an assessment of construct validity. Fornell (1983) has argued that,
i traditional factor analysis, the results are "indeterminate" because factor loadings can be
otated in numerous ways. Thus, data analysis where possible ought to be grounded in strong
a priori notions. This fits the approach in this research where the constructs of interest are
based on a substantial body of prior research (Rogers, 1983; Tornatzky and Klein, 1982) and
have been explicated prior to any item development. This also follows several prescriptions
that items be developed to fit the constructs conceptual meaning as a method of ensuring
construct validity (Bohrnstedt, 1983; Campbell and Fiske, 1959; Kerlinger, 1978).
Principal Component Analysis was conducted with V ARIMAX rotation. The results indicate
that a nine-factor solution was the most likely as nine factors have eigenvalues greater than
1.0, while the scree plot also showed a break after the ninth factor. The nine factors
accounted for approximately 88% of the variance in the data set. This was verified by
confirmatory factor analysis on this data (Gerbing and Hunter, 1988). Next, the rotated factor
matrix was examined for items which either did not load strongly on any factor «0.40), or
were too complex (which loaded highly or relatively equally on more than one factor).
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ommary
ine with the statistical analysis in the earlier sections, it can be concluded only three (cost
- - I, cost driver and pool-driver interrelationship) of the ten factors are statistically
_ ifi cant and have explanatory power on level of sophistication. Another factor (years in
:eration) becomes statistically significant but is negatively correlated, and thus, it has no
_ lanatory power. The following table gives a general conclusion regarding all hypotheses
-- med in the study for testing.
Expected
Sign

.~ othesis

Supported

Not
Supported

R yp othesis l(Hl): The more the number of cost pools,
X
+
the level of sophistication.
H) pothesis 2(H2): The more the number of cost
X
+
r::-ivers, the higher the level of sophistication.
Hypothesis 3(H3): The more complex relationship
! ists between cost pool and cost driver, the higher the
X
+
eyel of sophistication.
Hypothesis 4 (H4): Existence of independent
:e artment dealing with cost and managerial accounting
+
::3ta ensures more sophistication.
S(HS):
Existence
of accounting
Hy pothesis
~ ofessionals
dealing with cost and managerial
+
::.-ccounting data ensures more sophistication.
Hypothesis 6(H6): The greater the sIze of an
ganization (in terms of tune of turnover), the higher
+
,he level of sophistication.
Hypothesis 7(H7): The greater the proportion of
ind irect costs within an organization's cost structure, the
+
higher the level of the sophistication.
Hypothesis 8(8): The more the number of years In
+
operation, the higher the level of sophistication.
Hypothesis 9(H9): The greater the degree of
+
competition, the higher the level of sophistication.
Hypothesis lO(HIO): The more the system is moving
owards automation, the higher the level of
+
Sophistication.
Table: Summary of Hypotheses and Findings [ ThIS relatIOnshIp was slgmficant, but
negative]

t _ higher
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X

X

X

X

X*
X
X

Co nclusion
- study assumes that the assignment of indirect costs is based on the activity-based costing
-3C) concept since the purpose of activity-based costing is to fairly allocate the indirect
-::- over product. And most of the sophistication in cost and managerial accounting is
-;e ed to the accurate tracing of indirect costs to cost objects (product or services). This will
. .: e the possibility of distortion in pricing. In such a situation, customers will be satisfied
_ spending money for the right value and the organizations will ensure long term
- inability. ABC systems are designed to be complementary with the technological
_-~ ges in the factories due to enhanced global competition (Lewis, 1993). Thus, ABC is
_: essful in doing that. As companies are moving to incorporate more and more cost drivers
11 structured cost analysis, they are switching to ABC system from traditional one that is
~: possible without instilling sophisticated system in operation/practice. The research work
- th us, targeted to find out the current level of sophistication we have with the identification
:;- factors affecting such sophistication. And the survey concludes that the level of
: phistication is explained by cost drivers, cost pools and pool-driver interrelationship. Thus,
: supports the proposition that ABC system is sophisticated and traditional system is not. As
. e fi rms start using more and more cost drivers, the system is moving towards attaining more
- phistication.
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